
 
Information clause 

to the shareholders of Kino Polska TV S.A. who are private individuals  
and to shareholders’ proxies 

 
 

1. Kino Polska TV Spółka Akcyjna with its registered office in Warsaw, ul. Puławska 435A (postal code 02-801), 
(hereinafter: KINO POLSKA) hereby informs you that it is the Administrator of the personal data of KINO 
POLSKA’s shareholders and shareholder proxies who are private individuals, and are entitled to participate in a 
General Shareholders’ Meeting, have proven their status as a shareholder or a shareholder’s proxy, have 
demanded access to the list of shareholders entitled to participate in a General Shareholders’ Meeting of KINO 
POLSKA or to a list of shareholders present at a General Shareholders’ Meeting, have submitted a motion to be 
granted access to certified copies of motions included on the agenda of a General Shareholders’ Meeting, 
submitted a motion to convene a General Shareholders’ Meeting, a motion to place a matter on the agenda of 
a convened General Shareholders’ Meeting or submitted a draft resolution for the General Shareholders’ 
Meeting (hereinafter, jointly: the “Shareholders”). Contact telephone numbers to KINO POLSKA: [22 356 74 00, 
22 356 74 88].  
2. For e-mail contact on matters relating to personal data, please use the following e-mail address: 
rodo@kinopolska.pl .  
3. The personal data of the Shareholders is obtained from the Central Securities Depository of Poland with its 
registered office in Warsaw, and sent by the Shareholders, proxies and representatives, in particular when it is 
needed to prove they have the status of a shareholder, have the appropriate number of shares, voting rights 
or the right to represent a Shareholder.  
4. The Shareholders’ personal data is processed for the purpose of conducting a General Shareholders’ Meeting 
of KINO POLSKA, including to fulfil the duty of making the list of shareholders available to Shareholders on their 
demand.  
5. The legal basis for the processing of the Shareholders’ data for the purpose specified above is:  

a) to meet the legal obligations (Article 6(1)(c) of GDPR, connected with Article 407(1)(1) of the 
Commercial Companies Code, Article 70(2) of the Act on public offering and the conditions for 
introducing financial instruments to organized trading systems and on public companies (with regard 
to the list of shareholders); 

b) a legally valid interest on the part of KINO POLSKA (Article 6(1)(f) of GDPR) – for the purpose of handling, 
enforcing and defending any mutual claims which may arise. 

6. The Shareholders’ data may be disclosed by KINO POLSKA to the entities cooperating with it, in particular to 
entities which provide services relating to fulfilling the duties to conduct a General Shareholders’ Meeting, 
including IT services, legal services, and to the shareholders who have submitted a request for inspecting the 
list of shareholders, issuing a certified copy of it or sending it by e-mail,. 
7. The Shareholders’ data will be stored for 5 (five) years of the date of the General Shareholders’ Meeting of 
Kino Polska for which it has been prepared, and if the resolutions of a General Shareholders’ Meeting have 
been challenged in court, until the valid conclusion of the related court proceedings.  
8. A Shareholder has the following rights with respect to his/her personal data processing:  

a) the right of access to the content of his/her data;  
b) the right to correct the data;  
c) the right to delete or to restrict the processing of the data;  
d) the right to object against the processing; 



e) the right to move the data. 
9. The Shareholder has the right to complain to a supervisory body – the President of the Personal Data 
Protection Office.  
10. The Shareholders’ personal data shall not be subject to automatic processing or profiling. 
 
 


